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                         Security & Aid Fund to deceased nominee increased from  1 Lakh to 1.5 Lakhs w.e.f. 01/10/2019 |
                        loan amount increased from Rs 5 Lakhs to 7 Lakhs Payable in 144 installments w.e.f  01/10/2019 |
                        The Society owns a Guest House worth market value of Rs. 15.00 crores (approx.) in Bhopal - “Sahayog Bhawan” for the use of its members |
                        Scholarship to meritorious wards of the members up to Graduation/Post Graduation level. |
                        Rs. 10000/- as gift to all retiring members. |
                        Rs. 1.5 to Rs. 7.00 lacs as payment to deceased member w.e.f. 01/10/2019 |
                        In 1986 the Society was the first society in M.P. to attain full computerization |
                        The website of the society www.sbiksssbpl.com was launched on 20.09.2009. |
                        Society operates in the twin states of Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh |
                        The only Society in the banking fraternity to have been awarded the    ISO 9001 : 2015 certificate since April 2016 |
                        Membership as on 31.03.2019 is   9260. |
                        Rs. 36.14 crore is the members deposit |
                        Rs. 15.00 crore is the authorized share capital |
                        Rs. 31.55 crore is the reserves and surplus fund of the society |
                        Rs. 14.04 crore is the paid up capital |
                        Rs. 85.31 crore is the working capital |
                        Rs. 77.00 crore is the amount of loan disbursed |
                        Rs. 02.33 crore is the accumulated profit  |
                        Paying dividend to all the loanees and shareholders since 1987-88. From the year 2003 for the last 16 years, the society is paying dividend @ 10% which is much higher than the interest charged on loan by the society. |
                        For the last 43 years since its inception the Society is always in profit |
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SBIKSSSM has been transformed over the past decade and we can be truly proud of our recent success. The impact of our labor and toil for the benefit of our society members is now recognized around the circle and SBI fraternity. In strengthening our position as a profit earning society since its inception, we must retain the unique values and ranking. Enriched by a talented and diverse team of staff, we are  committed   to delivering excellence  and creating  equality of  benefit  distribution, through  a spirit of cooperation and collaboration. Working together  with  determination, confidence  and  ambition, and  providing  association  and  membership services such as distribution of loans with transparency and efficiency alongwith welfare activities  has  earned  us the ISO 9001-2015 certificate, the only society in all the circles of SBI. We can look forward to the many exciting opportunities that lie ahead of us in future.


We  have  now improved  and  upgraded  the website of  the society–www.sbiksssbpl.com, for the assistance and help of the members. There are two sections on the dashboard of the site one for the Society and the other significant section is assigned for the Union activities and events.


 KSSSM - All the  relevant  forms  required  in  the  society  are  uploaded,  alongwith   this  the  member  can  access,  download and print the loan statement and interest certificate. The member can also  verify and make a change  in his e-mail ID and mobile number. The members  can avail all these facilities by logging their PF ID/Membership Number of the society.


 SBIASEU, Bhopal Circle - This  an  added  Icon   in  the  already  exiting   site of  KSSS.  By   clicking   this  icon  anyone  can  have  the  admittance  to  a  wide   range  of  activities  undertaken by the  Union  from  time to time with  its  brief  history. The  duties  and  service  conditions of the staff in the bank are very promptly inserted  for  the  benefit of  the  membership. One of a very imperative  and vital  feature embedded  in  this  section  is  that- the  member  can  raise  any  query  for  their  doubts  and   the  responsible   person  of the   Union  society   will  be  actively  and   punctually   responding   to   all    the  inquiries. All  those  who  will  take  out  time  to  share  their  vision, suggestions   and  feedbacks  for  the  improvement  in  the  ramework  of  these sites will be appreciated and welcomed.


It  is  my  pleasure to invite all the members of KSSSM and SBIASEU Bhopal Circle to browse through the various features of this website and I strongly encourage you to make good and  regular  use of it, to help you learn more about your Society and Union and take the responsibility to inform you about the staff matters, their duties and what their main tasks are.


                                                                              Learn,Connect and Grow!


Arun Bhagoliwal

President SBI KSSSM Bhopal Circle

General Secretary SBIASEU Bhopal Circle.
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                      Shri. Arun Bhagoliwal

                       (अध्यक्ष)
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                      shri. Nalin Sharma

                       (उपाध्यक्ष)
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                      shri. Vijay Bakshi

                       (उपाध्यक्ष)
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                      Shri Praveen  Meghani

                       (संचालक)
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                      Shri. Kamal Kishore Joshi

                       (संचालक)
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                      Shri Prashant Khare

                       (संचालक)
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                      Shri Shobhit Wadel

                       (संचालक)
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                      Shri Naresh Sahu

                       (संचालक) 
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                      Shri Shailesh Kumar

                       (संचालक)
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                      Shri Shrinivas Mod

                       (संचालक)
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                      Shri Praveen Kumar Pandey

                       (संचालक)
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                      Mrs. Sunita VERMA

                       (संचालक)
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                   About Us

                   S. B. I. Karmchari Sahakari  Sakh  Samiti  Maryadit, Bhopal  was  registered  in 1976 under M.P.  Co-operative  Society  act 1960, there after  with  the  formation  of Chattisgarh State it attained the status of Multi-State Cooperative Society in 2001. The membership of Society consisting of serving employees of State Bank of India rose from a meagre 18 members on inception to 9260 members in the year 2019 and has the authorized share capital of Rs. 15 crore comprising of 60 lakh share of Rs.25/- each. Read More...
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